Brief Description of the Program
Profession
The vocalist's profession is a soloist, a lead vocalist - a member of a musical group,
performing mainly the main vocals. This is also a backing vocalist - a member of a musical
group, performing additional, harmonic vocals in the background.
Educational process
Master degree students study subjects such as pop-jazz singing, pop-jazz ensemble indepth. They continue to improve their professional foundations of pop singing, singing in the
speech position: breathing techniques and methods; modes of singing, the concept of removing
and lifting sound, vibrato; proprioreceptic method of action, the basics of voice position, IPA
phonetic rules, resonators, compositional phrasing, the concept of groove.











Disciplines
Pop jazz singing
Pop-jazz ensemble
Business foreign language
Research Seminar
Philosophy of science and art
Tertiary teaching
Theatrical training and acting skills
Methods of teaching special subjects
Art management
Information technology in professional activities

Practical training
The educational process includes the following practical trainings.
Performing practice is aimed at acquiring experience in performing activities, familiarizing
students with artistic and creative activities of the department, faculty and university, as well as
participating in creative events (competitions, festivals, etc.) necessary for the development of
the performer. Performing practice is aimed at improving skills of performing, means of
expressiveness on the basis of musical pieces of pop-jazz repertoire of various styles and
developing skills of concert and stage performance of musical compositions.
Teaching practice is aimed at preparing students for independent productive pedagogical
work in educational institutions of higher and secondary vocational education acquisition of
teacher’s skills and abilities allowing them to use modern tools of science for searching and
interpreting information material in order to use it in pedagogical activity.
Pre-graduation practical training is aimed at acquisition of practical skills and competencies
in the field of professional activity, consolidation, deepening and systematization of the
theoretical knowledge obtained at university, selection of necessary material for the
implementation of final qualifying work.
Career
After successful completion of the educational program, graduates can choose to work in
show business, theaters and concert agencies; start solo singing career; head creative teams;
engage themselves in teaching at educational institutions of all levels of training.

